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A B S T R A C T

This paper examines the idea of Industry 4.0 from the perspective of the molds industry, a vital industry
in today’s industrial panorama. Several technologies, particularly in the area of machining equipment, have
been introduced as a result of the industry’s constant modernization. This technological diversity makes
automatic interconnection with production management software extremely difficult, as each brand and
model requires different, mostly proprietary, interfaces and communication protocols. In the methodology
presented in this paper, a development of monitoring solutions for machining devices is defined supporting
the leading equipment and operations used by molds industry companies. OPC UA is employed for high-level
communication between the various systems for a standardized approach. The approach combines various
machine interfaces on a single system to cover a significant subset of machining equipment currently used by
the molds industry, as a key result of this paper and given the variety of monitoring systems and communication
protocols. This type of all-in-one approach will provide production managers with the information they need
to monitor and improve the complete manufacturing process.
1. Introduction

All developments considered within the scope of the 4th indus-
trial revolution depend on the shop floor digitalization. In fact, the
knowledge about the process, preferably obtained automatically, is the
foundation of a ‘‘Smart Factory’’ architecture [1].

Currently, several industrial sectors, mostly formed by Small and
Medium Enterprises (SME), use a direct data collection process in their
manufacturing lines. However, these data collection processes are not
uniform, with many companies still not investing in them [2]. Indus-
tries such as electronics and automotive, which have highly automated
assembly lines, invest more in these data collection processes, resulting
in more readily available process data [2].
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This availability is due to the presence of specific instrumentation
required for the actual process’ automation. Furthermore, the automa-
tion processes may generate more useful data, including higher level of
abstraction information.

The molds industry has embraced automation at an early stage,
particularly using Computer Numeric Control (CNC) technologies like
milling, turning, and electric discharge machining (EDM), with semi-
automated connections to the machines for program transmission from
machining software (DNC). In the opposite direction, i.e., collecting
information regarding the process or equipment state, the current
automation level is still low, and it is neither universal nor done with
the same depth in most companies [3].

In the authors’ opinion, this gap is primarily due to the wide range
of CNC controllers on the market and the current lack of a de facto
standard for machining interfaces. The implications of this missing
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standard is exacerbated by the fact that most machining equipment is
either closed to third-party applications, or only offers a vendor-specific
proprietary interface, making data collection from machining processes
more difficult. The main goal of this work is to create a standard moni-
toring solution approach for CNC-based machining processes, lowering
the adoption barrier for this sector within the scope of Industry 4.0.

To accomplish the aforementioned goal, a methodology for devel-
oping monitoring solutions for machining equipment has been defined
and tested. This work was based on the leading equipment and opera-
tions used in molds industry companies, using as a reference a mold
making cluster in Marinha Grande, Portugal recognized worldwide1,
and based on the Open Platform Communications Unified Architec-
ture (OPC UA) for high-level communication between the various
systems. The approach explores the characteristics of the equipment
and prioritizes equipment interaction through a communication proto-
col, Software Development Kit (SDK), or Application Program Interface
(API), if one is available. When this method is not applicable due to the
lack of appropriate equipment interfaces, a set of messages is defined
and implemented within the CNC program code that can be exchanged
with the equipment. In the worst-case scenario, if the equipment does
not support any communication, the approach relies on direct access to
sensors, either those are already integrated or those externally added to
the CNC machine to this effect, allowing performance metrics to be col-
lected. These various approaches are combined when needed, to obtain
a more relevant data set, allowing for improved system monitoring, or
even making relevant predictions regarding the machining process.

There is a significant body of knowledge related to CNC machine
monitoring techniques, particularly with tool condition monitoring.
The work carried by Downey et al. [4,5] collects and analyses data from
three sensor technologies (force, acoustic and vibration) to monitor
CNC tool wear in a real-time production environment. Other works,
such as those by René de Jesús et al. [6], and Stavropoulos et al. [7],
employ driver current signal analysis as a sensorless approach on tool
wear and breakage detection.

Others, like Siddhartha et al. [8], proposed a system for remote
condition monitoring and data-based decision-making process for CNC
machines, using a Raspberry Pi to publish the machine data via the
MQTT protocol. Using the publish–subscribe communication approach
provides for a simple and efficient data exchange mechanism, although
the authors identified issues regarding data exchange security which, in
real industrial scenarios, can pose serious problems.

There are fewer implementations and results available regarding the
use of the OPC UA standard to monitor CNC machines over a wider
range of parameters, with the three most relevant regarding this work
being described next. Mourtziz et al. [9] proposed an OPC UA-based
framework for milling and lathe CNC machine tool modeling. They also
created a data acquisition device, to integrate legacy machine tools
with no connectivity capabilities into their holistic framework, and
presented a laboratory case study to validate the proposed system. This
research has made significant developments in data acquisition using
external sensors, not taking into account the possibility of direct data
exchange with the CNC controllers.

Martinov et al. [10] discussed the possibilities of using OPC UA to
collect information from CNC machines, and graphically represent this
data. However, this work only describes one implementation example,
for a specific CNC machine controller, lacking tests in various scenarios,
including other CNC controller models.

To enable standardized, interoperable, and efficient data communi-
cation between machine tools and various types of software applica-
tions, Liu et al. [11] propose a Cyber–Physical Machine Tools (CPMT)
platform based on OPC UA and MTConnect. An OPC UA client, an
Augmented Reality assisted wearable Human–Machine Interface, and

1 https://www.moldmakingtechnology.com/blog/post/state-of-mold-
manufacturing-in-portugal
2

Fig. 1. OPC UA architecture.
Source: Adapted from https:
//opcfoundation.org/about/
opc-technologies/opc-ua/.

a conceptual framework for a CPMT-powered cloud manufacturing en-
vironment were developed, to demonstrate the benefits of the proposed
CPMT platform.

In this paper, a new information model will be provided, extending
the CNC Companion Specifications (CS) [12] with new data types
relevant to industry, as a result of the collaboration with the molds
industry in the regions of Leiria and Marinha Grande, in Portugal. Based
on this information model, a complete OPC UA server has been devel-
oped and will be described below. It is suitable to be used both with
legacy and new CNC machines, following a modular design in order
to enable configuration-based addition and removal of components,
thus providing for a standard approach to monitor relevant CNC-based
process parameters.

The remainder of this paper starts with Section 2, providing a brief
overview of the main technology used in the developed work. The
definition of a methodology and the development of a CNC monitoring
solution, based on an OPC UA server, are described in Section 3.
Section 4 describes the case studies that were used to test the developed
methodology, considering three different CNC controller vendors. The
obtained results are presented in Section 5, while Section 6 presents
conclusions and future work directions.

2. OPC UA-based modeling and integration

The OPC UA standard is the primary supporting technology for
the developed work. This section contains a brief description of the
standard, as well as its main characteristics.

OPC UA is the approach for a communication layer implementation
recommended by the German Reference Architecture Model Industrie
4.02 (RAMI4.0) industrial platform [13], being defined by the inter-
national standard IEC 62541. Due to its characteristics, OPC UA is a
standard that ensures the open connectivity, interoperability, security,
scalability and compliance, of industrial devices and systems. OPC UA
is much more than a communication protocol because it is based on a
multi-layered architecture (see Fig. 1), in which a single server provides
all information and services from a given system with active security. It
includes built-in information models and defines the fundamental rules
for data exchange and interfaces.

2 https://www.plattform-i40.de/
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2.1. Open connectivity

OPC UA is the successor of OPC Classic3 and, although OPC Classic
an be set up to provide a reasonable level of security, since it relies
n Microsoft Windows and DCOM/COM functionalities, it can be chal-
enging to set up in other operating systems. Conversely, OPC UA was
esigned to be cross-platform, working in a variety of environments and
latforms, with security built-in from the onset [14].

.2. Interoperability

To allow interoperability, OPC UA employs the Address Space con-
ept to represent all the information generated by a specific system
r device. This information is usable and can be decoded by other
ystems that use the same protocol. Its structure is based on information
odels, which results in a standardized representation of the data

nd information available to client systems. The object concept is
sed by OPC UA to represent system data and behavior. Objects are
sed as locations to store variables, events and methods, and they
re linked together by references. The standard information model is
esigned to allow type definition, so that designers can meet their
wn application needs. Furthermore, information models for specific
reas, such as CNC systems, can be combined. These specific models
re called Companion Specifications (CS) and derive from the standard
odel, inheriting its features, but can also include modifications, which

an also be combined, depending on the system needs. The CS are
ypically developed based on insights given by several companies and
rganizations in a given field, resulting in a significant contribution
owards the standardization and adoption of these base information
odels.

.3. Security

OPC UA places a high value on secure communication between
lient and server, addressing a wide range of applications, and en-
ompassing different security and timing requirements. Table 1 shows
he various security modes that can be used to enable both digital
ignature and encryption mechanisms, only digital signature mecha-
isms, or none of them. An OPC UA client can select the desired
ecurity mechanisms from a list of options provided by a given OPC
A server. After a secure channel and session have been established
etween server and client, there is still the need for user credentials,
epresented by another certificate, or by a username/password combi-
ation [15]. Given that the majority of OPC UA applications are used
ithin industrial environments, security concerns must be addressed.
he German Federal Office for Information Security commissioned the
PC UA security analysis report [16], which presents recommended
easures and procedures to follow when implementing OPC UA-based

olutions.

.4. Scalability and compliance

Various OPC UA profiles are defined, as shown in Table 2, consid-
ring different application scenarios, which allows OPC UA to scale
own to a chip-level using the Nano Embedded Device profile, while
till retaining its main features [18]. Alternatively, in more complex
cenarios, a PC-based server using the Standard UA profile provides
or additional functionality. The OPC Foundation developed the UA
ompliance Test Tool (UACTT),4 as a way to determine which profiles
ach application supports, and to ensure that the designed OPC UA
erver or client complies with the OPC UA specification.

3 https://opcfoundation.org/about/opc-technologies/opc-classic/
4 https://opcfoundation.org/developer-tools/certification-test-tools/opc-

a-compliance-test-tool-uactt/
3

Table 1
OPC UA security modes [17].
Mode Properties

None No security.

Sign Encoded with sender’s private key.
Only certificate owner has the private key.
Anyone can verify the identity.
Provides authenticity.

SignAndEncrypt Messages are signed and also encrypted.
Encoding with receiver’s public key.
Anyone can encrypt.
Only the certificate owner can read.
Authenticity, confidentiality and integrity.

2.5. Communication mechanisms

Regarding information exchange, OPC UA provides two main com-
munication mechanisms: Client–Server and Publish–Subscribe (Pub-
Sub) [20]. In the Client–Server mechanism, the client accesses the in-
formation provided by the server through defined services. The PubSub
mechanism can be applied in different ways: for messaging over local
area networks, data is published by the OPC UA server (publisher), and
consumed by multiple authorized OPC UA clients (subscribers), using
Time Sensitive Networking to allow real-time low delay communica-
tions; for messaging over global networks (WAN/Cloud), the OPC UA
PubSub specification [21] defines mappings on existing protocols such
as, for instance, MQTT.5

2.6. Information integration

There are several uses that can be given to raw data gathered from
CNC machines. Some of the works available describe scenarios where
such data is used for fault detection and predictive maintenance [22–
25]. In such scenarios, the main goal is to convert CNC raw data
into useful insights for the operator and production manager. This,
in turn, leaves us with the perception that most of these works fo-
cus on the analysis using Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques and
Machine Learning (ML) methods, giving less relevance to the way
this data is made available from the machines. Although, when we
discuss the broader topic of information integration from industrial
devices, such as CNC machines, we are not only talking about con-
clusions from AI and ML. Also, given the effort needed to gather data
from some legacy industrial devices, it is important to have other
future uses in mind when performing this task, preparing them for
integration across several Smart Factory environments. As an example
of integration challenges in such environments, we can refer to the
interaction requirements for applying the Plug-and-Produce concept.
This concept, derived from the well-known Plug & Play approach in
computer systems, aims at the factory’s flexibility to adapt to new
production requirements due to rapidly changing market demands.
Therefore, production systems and shop floors must be prepared for
higher flexibility and reconfigurability to adapt to these circumstances.
To achieve automatic configuration and information exchange with-
out the need for reprogramming automation tasks, one of the basic
requirements is a generic standardized component interface [26]. The
following Section of the presented work describes the development of
an information integration procedure for CNC machines, using OPC
UA as the foundational technology, thus providing machines with a
standardized interface for further uses in Smart Factory environments.

5 http://mqtt.org/
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Table 2
OPC UA profiles [19].
Profile Characteristics

Nano Embedded Device Limited functionality, for very small devices, e.g. sensors.
Only one connection, without message signing or encryption, subscriptions and method calls.

Micro Embedded Device Restricted functionality, with at least two parallel connections, additional subscriptions and data
monitoring, but no UA security or method calls.

Embedded UA Basic OPC UA functionalities are available, plus UA security and method calls.

Standard UA Includes all functionalities for secure information access, including UA security.
No alarms and no history. PC-based servers should support at least this profile.
.

3. Developing an OPC UA server for CNC machines

Direct interaction with different CNC controllers has become ex-
tremely difficult due to the current market diversity, and given that
some of this equipment is not open to third-party applications. How-
ever, recently released equipment frequently has a communication
protocol available, with some vendors providing an SDK, an API, or
simply the definition of a set of messages that can be exchanged with
the equipment for this purpose. Alternatively to the communication-
based data acquisition from the CNC controllers, direct access to the
sensors, already integrated, or externally added to the CNC device,
allows collecting performance metrics, which in turn provides the
necessary data for predicting the machine and/or process states over
time.

This section describes a methodology for developing a CNC moni-
toring solution based on an OPC UA server, along with the development
of a generic C# class, while providing the details concerning the data
exchange with the CNC machines.

3.1. Generic C# class

To allow a common generic interface to work with CNC machines
from different vendors using the various approaches mentioned earlier,
a generic C# abstract class (CNCBase) with abstract methods was
developed, supporting the development of monitoring applications. In
this approach, each CNC machine-specific brand will have its own class
implementation, overriding the generic class with its own specific func-
tions, given its own specific communication interfaces, while externally
providing the information made available using the same information
model, as shown in Fig. 3.

This approach simplifies the future integration of other CNC ma-
chine models. A configuration file, which allows the definition of
application parameters, such as the CNC machine model/brand to be
monitored, the communication address definition to be used, as well as
the machine parameters and the corresponding monitoring frequency,
is another important component of the developed application. The
primary goal of this configuration file is to define run-time function
parameters, without having to recompile the server application for a
specific machine, or, for instance, whenever different data is to be
acquired, or is to be acquired at different sampling rates. Entries in
this (XML) configuration file follow the following syntax:

<add key="Name" value="NodeID,Enabled,Time"/> where

• Name – Method name;
• NodeID – Node number from the address space where the value

is updated;
• Enabled – Parameter which enables this entry;
• Time – Value which represents the time interval between variable

updates.

As an example, one possible entry from the XML configuration
file could be <add key="Get_x_dir_actpos" value="6008,
true,1"/>, which specifies that the Get_x_dir_actpos method is
to be called to update every 1 second the value of node with id number
6008.
4

Another relevant part of this configuration file can be found below
(the modules associated with these parameters are detailed in Sec-
tion 4), where it is possible to specify a set of configuration parameters
for each application, such as:

• CNC_CONTROLLER – Allows the specification of the CNC con-
troller model, used internally to choose the methods correspond-
ing to each specific CNC brand and model;

• CNC_IP – Allows the specification of the CNC controller IP
address which the developed application will connect to;

• CNC_PORT – Specifies the CNC controller port which the devel-
oped application will connect to ;

• POWER_METER_IP – Specifies the power meter IP address, which
the developed application will connect to;

• POWER_METER_PORT – Specifies the power meter port, which
the developed application will connect;

• TURCK_IP – Specifies the Turck module IP address, which the
developed application will connect to;

• TURCK_PORT – Specifies the Turck module port, which the de-
veloped application will connect to;

• VIDEO_IN_PATH – Allows the definition of the path to a video
stream source;

• VIDEO_OUT_PATH – Allows the definition of the path to save
the generated videos;

• VIDEO_FPS – Specifies the generated videos frames per second;
• VIDEO_LENGTH – Specifies the stored video length (in seconds);
• INFLUXDB – Allow enabling the use of an InfluxDB local database
• RFID_COM_PORT – Specifies the RFID reader COM port number,

which the developed application will connect to;
• CNC_COM_PORT – Specifies the CNC COM port number, which

the developed application will connect to.

This generic class was initially developed independently of OPC UA,
allowing it to be used even if there is a paradigm shift in terms of
its usage in these applications. For instance, the first version of the
CNCMonitor application was designed to store the data collected from a
CNC controller directly into an InfluxDB Time Series Database (TSDB).

3.2. Software-based design of the OPC UA information model

As stated previously, OPC UA was designed as a replacement of
OPC Classic. One of the most important enhancements in OPC UA
is a powerful Information Model concept: the Address Space. OPC
UA allows real-time process data and underlying infrastructure to be
exposed as a consistent information model composed of nodes. Nodes,
attributes, and their mutual relationships make up the process model.
This powerful concept allows one to expose not only raw process data,
but also entire consistent information sets about the process state and
behavior by using OPC UA. Because of its flexibility, OPC UA allows ex-
posing even the most complex systems, however, such flexibility leads
to challenges during design, development, and deployment. To better
address these challenges, it is important to use software specifically
designed for information model design, such as:
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Fig. 2. Four views of the same CNC OPC UA server address space, with different nodes expanded in each view, obtained using UA expert.
• UAModeler6 from Unified Automation — Requires an account
to download the software, with the free version not allowing
C# code generation and support for <UANodeSet> files (official
format for files containing sets of OPC UA nodes);

• UA Model eXcelerator Professional (UMX Pro)7 from Beeond
— This tool enables developers to graphically configure an OPC
UA compliant information model, produce, merge and manipulate
<UANodeSet> files and generate SDK independent code;

• OPC-UA-Modeler8 from Fraunhofer IOSB — Web-based graphical
tool to develop information models;

• Free OPC UA Modeler9 – Free and open source tool, that operates
and outputs <UANodeSet> file types;

• Siemens OPC UA Modeling Editor (SiOME)10 — Free tool,
created by Siemens, to define OPC UA information models, and

6 https://www.unified-automation.com/products/development-tools/
uamodeler.html

7 https://beeond.net/umxpro/
8 https://www.iosb.fraunhofer.de/servlet/is/35891/
9 https://github.com/FreeOpcUa/opcua-modeler

10 https://support.industry.siemens.com/cs/document/109755133/siemens-
opc-ua-modeling-editor-(siome)-for-implementing-opc-ua-companion-
specifications?dti=0&lc=en-WW
5

to map existing companion specifications on a SIMATIC PLC. This
tool allows to import and edit information models as XML files,
and both to generate and export individualized models;

• Object Oriented-Internet Address Space Model Designer
(ASMD)11 from CAS — Initially a commercial product of CAS
Lodz Poland, this now open source information model design tool,
embeds the ModelCompiler12 module, from the OPC Foundation,
and allows working with <ModelDesign> file types, and to
generate <UANodeset> files, C# and ANSI C source code.

Primarily, and because the available software was either not open
source, or the trial versions were very limited functionality-wise, a
generic C# abstract class (CNCBase) was developed, as described in
Section 3.1. It provides abstract methods to model the interface for
a generic CNC machine, allowing the development of monitoring ap-
plications that work with various CNC machines. With this type of
implementation, each CNC machine brand-specific class then overrides
the generic one with its own functions, from its own specific communi-
cation interfaces, while still exchanging the information available using
the same information model.

11 https://github.com/mpostol/ASMD
12 https://github.com/OPCFoundation/UA-ModelCompiler

https://www.unified-automation.com/products/development-tools/uamodeler.html
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Fig. 3. Generic C# abstract class and methods.

Given that the CAS’ founder and Executive Director decided to open-
source the ASDM software, this software was explored and used to
modify the information model, and to generate the files needed to build
the address space of the OPC UA servers built in this work. Hence, a
new CNC machine information model was built based on the CNC CS,
replacing this CNCBase functionality. Regarding the machine to sensor
data connection, the C# CNCBase class is still being used.

3.3. OPC UA server

The OPC UA protocol was chosen with the goal of making the
collected data available in a standardized approach. OPC Foundation
offers a variety of implementations in different programming lan-
guages. Among these, the .NET stack version13 was chosen, currently
with a license that allows for developments within education and
research. Among the software stacks backed by the OPC Foundation,
the .NET version of OPC UA is the one with the most support and
available implementations. Furthermore, the use of this Framework
allows OPC UA servers to be developed on Windows, Linux and macOS
(using .NET Core14), as well as in embedded systems applications (using
the nanoFramework15). The developed application is based on the
Reference Server,16 which has been certified for compliance by UACTT.

The CNC CS [12] was considered when defining the Address Space
of the built OPC UA Server, explicitly following the OPC UA informa-
tion model example of a 3-axis machine tool, as can be seen in Fig. 4.
Following a modular approach in the OPC UA server development,
the number of main OPC UA objects that are available depend on the
peripheral equipment connected to the computer running the server.
According to the diagram from Fig. 2, currently the system supports
the following objects (full details on the usage of the corresponding
modules will be given in Section 4):

• Camera – This OPC UA object contains an OPC UA method
which allows to configure the video output path, the total length
of the video and the frames per second, and can be used as
a trigger to generate a video. Its configuration is based on the
VIDEO_IN_PATH, VIDEO_OUT_PATH, VIDEO_FPS and VIDEO
_LENGTH parameter values defined in the configuration file;

13 https://github.com/OPCFoundation/UA-.NETStandard
14 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/core/
15 https://nanoframework.net/
16 https://github.com/OPCFoundation/UA-.NETStandard/blob/master/

SampleApplications/Workshop/Reference/README.md
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Fig. 4. 3-Axis machine tool OPC UA information model [12].

• Cnc<Model> – The structure of this OPC UA object follow the
CNC CS 3-axis machine example shown in Fig. 4. The associ-
ated data variables are updated based on the information ob-
tained from the CNC controller. This object is added to the server
and configured according with the parameter CNC_CONTROLLER
value in the configuration file;

• PowerMeter – This OPC UA object contains the OPC UA vari-
ables that are mapped from the Power Meter Modbus registers.
This object is added to the server if the POWER_METER_IP and
POWER_METER_PORT parameters are defined in the configura-
tion file;

• RFID – This OPC UA object contains a variable that is sup-
plied with information from an external application that interacts
with the RFID reader. This object is added to the server if the
RFID_COM_PORT parameter is defined in the configuration file;

• Turck – This OPC UA object contains OPC UA variables for each
analog input of the Turck gateway, which are mapped to the in-
formation obtained from the Turck module Modbus registers. This
object is added to the server if the TURCK_IP and TURCK_PORT
parameters are defined in the configuration file;

The information model to describe the CNC machines was devel-
oped using UAModeler17 from Unified Automation. This tool provides
a graphical and hierarchical representation of the designed model,
following the OPC UA notation and syntax.

3.4. Data exchange with the CNC controller

To exchange data with the CNC controller, preference was given
to the use of the CNC controller’s communication protocol, SDK, or
API, when available, for decreased deployment costs and time. If the
above methods are not supported but a log system is available, a group
of messages is defined and implemented within the machining code,
which can be sent from the controller during the machining processes.
For instance, in the FANUC case, this can be automated by adding
DPRNT instructions to the ISO code within the operation of the CNC
machine post-processor phase. Other vendors provide for a similar
functionality.

In addition to the aforementioned data acquisition methods, or
when the device does not support any communication, direct (hardware-
based) access to the sensors already integrated or externally added to
the CNC machine can be used to obtain the required information. In
these cases, an approach was proposed which relies on devices that can
support both wireless and/or cabled networks. This approach allows to
benefit from both solutions [27], while keeping in mind the stringent
requirements often imposed by industrial environments [28].

17 https://www.unified-automation.com/products/development-tools/
uamodeler.html

https://github.com/OPCFoundation/UA-.NETStandard
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/core/
https://nanoframework.net/
https://github.com/OPCFoundation/UA-.NETStandard/blob/master/SampleApplications/Workshop/Reference/README.md
https://github.com/OPCFoundation/UA-.NETStandard/blob/master/SampleApplications/Workshop/Reference/README.md
https://www.unified-automation.com/products/development-tools/uamodeler.html
https://www.unified-automation.com/products/development-tools/uamodeler.html
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Fig. 5. Functional diagram and interaction between systems.
4. Case studies

This section provides further details about the methodology applied
to specific scenarios, considering three different CNC controller models.
These were chosen based on the leading equipment and operations used
by molds industry companies in the Marinha Grande cluster, Portugal,
and the Advanced Robotics and Smart Factories research laboratory at
the Polytechnic of Leiria. Given the cluster inputs, two types of CNC
controllers were chosen, namely the FANUC 31i-A and the Heidenhain
iTNC530 CNC controllers, as shown in Fig. 5, as well as an Eding CNC
controller, as part of a parallel project related to a CNC retrofitting
process in the aforementioned laboratory.

4.1. FANUC CNC machine

Concerning data exchange with the 31i-A FANUC controller, the
FANUC Open CNC API Specifications (FOCAS) library is used. This
library allows data to be accessed via Ethernet or High-Speed Serial
Bus (HSSB) from the CNC and Programmable Machine Control (PMC)
controllers [29]. The FOCAS library, in both the 1 and 2 versions,
contains numerous functions18 that enable data exchange with FANUC
CNC machines [30]. This library, however, is not supported by all
the FANUC controller families, being restricted to machines from the
i series. This library can be used to develop Windows and Linux-
based applications, as well as applications for Android and iOS mobile
platforms.

Furthermore, FANUC controllers provide a number of commands
that can send variable values and various characters to external devices
through the RS232 or embedded Ethernet ports. There are four of
these commands, which are known as External Output Commands:
POPEN (Port Open) and PCLOS (Port Closed) are used to ‘‘connect’’
and ‘‘disconnect’’ from the output port, respectively; between these two
instructions, the BPRNT and DPRNT commands can be employed to
output data in binary or ASCII format, respectively [31]. When the con-
troller does not support the FOCAS library or when the FOCAS library
does not provide access to the needed information, these commands can
be added to the ISO CNC code in the post-processor phase, allowing the
acquisition of machine parameters.

18 https://www.inventcom.net/fanuc-focas-library/general/general
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4.2. Heidenhain CNC machine

The SuperCom Heidenhain communication library19 was used to
exchange data with the Heidenhain iTNC530 controllers. Similar to
FOCAS for FANUC controllers, this Adontec library allows commu-
nication with Heidenhain TNC controllers via the serial or Ethernet
(TCP/IP) ports. The functions in this library are used to create data
connections to one or more Heidenhain controllers. SuperCom is an
event-driven application that allows transfering files to and from the
Heidenhain TNC, list, create and delete folders, rename and delete files,
read TNC configuration data, retrieve machine status, machine data
and process data, as well as read and write memory registers, among
other functionalities. Depending on the controller series, the data that
is available may differ. Direct access functions are also included in
the library, which can be used to retrieve or modify data directly
from the controller-connected PLC memory. This library can be used
to develop both Windows and Linux-based applications, although a
separate license is required for each platform.

4.3. Eding CNC machine

Another project where this development was used [32] involved
retrofitting a CNC machine using an Eding controller board.20 In this
case, data is exchanged with the controller using the cncapi21 commu-
nication library over an USB or Ethernet (TCP/IP) interface. This library
shares its internal functions, allowing to send and receive data, while
also being used by the graphical user interface to view and control
the Eding CNC controller. An OPC UA server was implemented using
the methodology described above to work in parallel and communicate
with the Eding software. This library allows data to be exchanged
with all Eding controllers, regardless of the controlled equipment. The
library, however, is only available for Windows. The Eding library is
only available in C++ and is not available in C#. As a result, an existing
C++-based code wrapper for C#22 was used to allow data to be accessed
from the developed C#-based OPC UA server.

19 https://adontec.com/
20 https://www.edingcnc.com/products.php
21 The cncapi and its documentation is only available after having installed

the Eding CNC Software.
22 https://www.oosterhof-design.com/cncapi-netframework/
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Fig. 6. Diagram representing the communication security between devices.

4.4. External sensorization - industrial equipment

Regarding the integration of industrial devices in the developed
OPC UA server, two examples were added to the system: an power
meter used to monitor the CNC machine’s power usage and a camera
to monitor and record the machining process in case of alarm events
from the CNC machines.

4.4.1. Power meter
The industrial device integrated with the developed OPC UA server,

in this case, was a Phoenix Contact EMpro EEM-MA37023 power meter.
The Modbus24 TCP protocol (a version of the Modbus protocol, de-
signed for use over a TCP/IP network) is used to make this equipment’s
data available.

The Modbus protocol’s specification does not include any cyber-
security features (users, passwords, certificates, or others). However,
the developed OPC UA server has the ability to provide these security
services, required for safe communication with an external client.

As a result, either the Modbus device and the computer with the
OPC UA server must be located on a private network, protected by a
firewall preventing unauthorized access from outside (see Fig. 6), or a
point-to-point connection must be employed.

Regarding the communication with the power meter, the developed
OPC UA application is a Modbus TCP client. For external clients, the
application is an OPC UA server that safely interfaces with the power
meter.

There are several Modbus libraries available, such as the open-
source EasyModbus,25 the library used in this case. Given that this
communication protocol is widely disseminated in industry, this imple-
mentation is particularly useful for other situations where the industrial
device to be integrated supports this communication protocol.

4.4.2. Camera
The use of a camera is another example of industrial equipment in-

tegration. Currently, the camera’s main goal is to acquire video footage
of the machine’s operation (at a lower quality and only for less detailed
remote monitoring), generating videos of the process preceding each
event generated by OPC UA and associated with CNC alarms. The
system uses a C# linked list containing the last frames of the capture
video to continuously store the last seconds (configurable) in a First-
In, First-Out (FIFO) queue. When a CNC alarm event occurs, a method
is invoked, and the most recent stored frames, those that contain the
recording of what occurred just before and up until the event was
captured, are saved to a video file and stored in a shared folder. This
method also returns the path to the saved video, allowing the operation
manager and client to access the alarm event and corresponding video
through the OPC UA server.

23 https://www.phoenixcontact.com/online/portal/us?uri=pxc-oc-
itemdetail:pid=2907983

24 https://www.ni.com/pt-pt/innovations/white-papers/14/the-modbus-
protocol-in-depth.html

25 https://sourceforge.net/projects/easymodbustcp/files/latest/download
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A Genie Nano C192026 (industrial camera) from DALSA Teledyne,
and an IP network camera available through an online internet stream,
were tested with the developed system. This system, however, can
access the video stream from any camera that supports Real-Time
Streaming Protocol (RTSP) or USB Video Class (UVC), among other
protocols.

Because this system also supports industrial cameras, computer
vision techniques can be used to process the recordings in future
developments of this work, allowing other types of information to be
gathered.

4.4.3. RFID reader
Being able to integrate an RFID reader in the system, allows for

the identification of the part that is being processed inside the CNC
machine, as well as for operator identification. The module used is an
UHF RFID Reader CF-RU520227 from Chafon, which is connected to the
computer through USB, with Chafon providing an SDK for application
development.

4.4.4. Turck gateway
For external sensorization, when industrial sensors are already in-

stalled on the CNC machine, gateways can be employed to connect
these sensors with the developed system. An example of such mod-
ule is the TBEN-S2-4AI28 from Turck, which has four analog inputs,
and provides access to their values through Modbus TCP/IP com-
munication. These analog input values are accessed through Modbus
registers, converted into sensor units, and then mapped to OPC UA
server variables.

4.5. External sensorization - development of dedicated hardware

The Olimex ESP32-PoE IoT development board29 was used to collect
additional data. Built around the ESP32-WROOM-32 module [33], it
supports WiFi, BLE, and 100 Mb Ethernet with Power-Over-Ethernet
(PoE). It also has a LiPo battery connector, a MicroSD card slot,
General Purpose Input Output (GPIO) headers, and a Universal Ex-
tension (UEXT) connector that allows the connection of devices that
communicate via I2C, SPI, or RS232. This board is also available in a
galvanic isolated version for the PoE power, as well as an industrial
version30 that supports an extended temperature range from −40 ℃ to
85 ℃.

It is possible to create OPC UA servers for devices like this, with
more limited resources, by combining this hardware with the open62541
server (an open source version of OPC UA in C). These servers provide
data from a given sensor, or set of sensors, to the main server. The
project from the opcua-esp3231 repository was used as a starting
point for the development of these OPC UA servers. It employs the
open62541 library to build an OPC UA server for use on an ESP32, with
an information model that includes a temperature sensor (DHT22), a
callback method to call the ESP32 on-board LED, and two relays that
can be controlled remotely as OPC UA objects.

Two implementations were developed: one which has an LM35 tem-
perature sensor connected to an analog input, and another which has
an MPU6050 module connected through the I2C interface, measuring
data from the 3-axis accelerometer and 3-axis gyroscope. In both cases,
the sensor data was made available through OPC UA to the main server.

26 https://www.teledynedalsa.com/en/products/imaging/cameras/genie-
nano-1gige/

27 https://www.chafon.com/productdetails.aspx?pid=535
28 https://www.turck.us/en/productgroup/Fieldbus%20Technology/
29 https://www.olimex.com/Products/IoT/ESP32/ESP32-POE/open-source-

hardware
30 https://www.olimex.com/Products/IoT/ESP32/ESP32-POE-ISO/open-

source-hardware
31 https://github.com/cmbahadir/opcua-esp32
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Fig. 7. Example system’s diagram for a CNC machine.
A protective case was built, using additive manufacturing technology,
to protect the electronics and to allow the installation on a DIN rail in
the machine’s control cabinet.

Despite the use of LM35 and MPU6050 sensors, this system was
developed so that other sensors, which can be read using an Analog-
to-Digital Converter (ADC), I2C interface, or any other protocol type
available in the ESP32, could be used (note that the use of the ADC
could imply the use of a scale adaptation signal conditioning circuit,
depending on the sensor-specific output). Additionally, the OPC UA
server’s information model for exposing a new sensor must be tailored
to the sensor’s specific characteristics.

The ESP-IDF environment must be configured in order to explore
this project and begin changing it to meet the project needs, enabling
project creation, building, and flashing to the ESP32, as well as ap-
plication debugging. The instructions for setting up this development
environment can be found in the Espressif official website.32

5. Tests and results

The developed system was tested with three different CNC machines
with controllers from Fanuc, Heidenhain, and Eding, both in the labo-
ratory and in an industrial environment. Several results were obtained
by applying the developed methodologies to the case studies described
above, which will be described next. The following equipment was used
when conducting these experiments:

• Intel NUC (or another small form factor computer) running Win-
dows 10 Home, with at least one Ethernet port and, for config-
uration, some peripherals, namely a mouse, a keyboard and a
screen;

• PoE switch with at least 6 ports and Ethernet cables;

32 https://docs.espressif.com/projects/esp-idf/en/latest/esp32/get-started/
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• Fanuc, Heidenhain and/or Eding CNC controller (or the corre-
sponding simulator version);

• Power meter EEM-MA370 from Phoenix Contact;
• Industrial camera from DALSA Teledyne or other cameras sup-

porting RTSP;
• UHF RFID reader CF-RU5202 from Chafon;
• Turck TBEN-S2-4AI gateway with 4 analog inputs, supporting

Modbus TCP/IP communication;
• ESP32-POE-ISO Industrial version from Olimex;
• Additional sensorization as needed, such as temperature sensors,

accelerometers, air pressure sensor, among others, as long as
supplied with a signal or communication interface that can be
read on the ESP32 development board.

Fig. 7, represents the network configuration for each CNC that was
tested, with the main difference between each test being the CNC
controller in use, according with the case studies described previously.

Concerning Fanuc, the initial tests were conducted in a laboratory
environment, using the NCGuide33 CNC simulator. Because some FO-
CAS’ functions are not available in the simulator, the second stage
of the tests was conducted in an industrial environment, using the
CNCMonitor application as a datalogger (discussed in Section 3.1).
A CNC milling machine equipped with a Fanuc 31i-A controller was
used to collect data for two months. It should be noted that switching
from the simulator to the real machine required only changing the
controller’s IP address and the model, in the configuration file, and the
application worked just as well with the real machine as it did with
the simulator. The hierarchically structured address space of the OPC
UA server, associated with the Fanuc CNC machine, is shown in Fig. 2
as an example of the information model. Server address spaces can
be accessed using appropriate OPC UA generic clients, such as United

33 https://www.fanucamerica.com/products/cnc/software/cnc-guide
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Fig. 8. Screenshot of a UAExpert view of part of the address space variables in real-time.
Automation UAExpert,34 which was used in this example. Fig. 8 shows
a screenshot view of part of the address space variables obtained in
real-time using UAExpert.

From the system security perspective, no security was used during
the initial development stage. In a later stage, the SignAndEncrypt
mode (described in Section 2.3) was activated, providing the authen-
ticity, confidentiality and integrity required when exchanging data,
especially in industrial scenarios.

Because the retrofitting process was not yet complete, tests with the
Eding CNC controller were limited to their CNC simulator. However,
since the Eding CNC simulator and the real CNC controller board run
the same software, no differences between simulation and real CNC
operation are expected.

The majority of the tests performed with the Heidenhain CNC
controller were done with the iTNC530 CNC simulator, with the main
limitation of the trial version (which was used) being a maximum of
100 lines of machine instructions. Due to this limitation, the CNC axis
was manually moved in the test, with the changes in the cutter position
being reflected in the OPC UA server variables. Additionally, prelimi-
nary connection and data acquisition tests were performed with a real
iTNC530 CNC controller, with the developed application exhibiting the
same behavior and results as with the simulator.

A video obtained during some of these tests is available at the
following link: https://youtu.be/om7-kGsoIA4.

6. Conclusions and future work

The main goal of this work was to create a standard methodology to
develop monitoring solutions for CNC machines, allowing its integra-
tion into the Smart Factory environment using OPC UA technology. The
developed OPC UA Server provides a standardized approach for data
exchange between CNC machines and various OPC UA clients, allowing

34 https://www.unified-automation.com/products/development-tools/
uaexpert.html
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device control and monitoring while in operation, as well as data
transmission to higher-level management systems. The integration of an
alarm associated history video feed from the operation, together with
the complete history of relevant machining operation variables, allows
operators and managers to more easily debug and assess problems and
operations status.

In future developments, it will be interesting to explore the data
bindings feature of the ASMD software (leveraging machine to sensor
connectivity), coupling the Address Space variables with the process
sensors, actuators, among other features. As part of future work is also
the development of data mining and machine learning techniques, to
detect faults and predict events on CNC machines using the gathered
data.

Given the wide range of monitoring systems and communication
protocols, multi-vendor solutions must take an approach where the
various systems available on the market are combined into a single
high-level system, allowing data to be collected from a broader range of
machining equipment. This is demonstrated in the presented case study,
which shows how this can be accomplished by combining leading
machining equipment from molds industry companies, in an all-in-one
solution.

The interconnection of the Manufacturing Execution System (MES)
and the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software with shop floor
data supplied from the implemented OPC UA Servers is being devel-
oped within the scope of this research, with Key Performance Indica-
tors (KPI) and Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) metrics being
used to determine the efficiency and productivity of the machining
processes. In this case, the single OPC UA-based server interface is
critical in ensuring a consistent communication and data model for CNC
machines.

The OPC Foundation, the German machine tool builders association
(VDW), and other industrial partners recently formed the Universal
Machine Tool Interface (UMATI)35 working group to develop the OPC

35 https://opcfoundation.org/markets-collaboration/umati/
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UA Companion Specification for Machine Tools. The goal is to create an
OPC UA information model that can be used to connect machine tools
to ‘‘external’’ communication partners such as MES, ERP, automation
systems, or the cloud, for which the developed methodology, described
in this paper, is well-suited. By adapting the developed interface with
the resulting developments of the UMATI working group, it is ensured
that the systems based on developed solution will work and support
the integration, side-by-side, with future products that support this
yet-to-be-defined standard.
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